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Insight Guides: Inspiring your next adventureSt Lucia is one of the most luscious Caribbean islands,

home to dramatic vistas, sweeping beaches and a lively Creole culture. Be inspired to visit by the

brand new Insight Pocket Guide St Lucia, a concise, full-color guide to this tropical paradise that

combines lively text with vivid photography to highlight the best that St Lucia has to offer.Inside

Insight Pocket Guide St Lucia:Where To Go details all the key sights on this idyllic tropical isle, from

the colonial architecture of Castries and iconic peaks of the Pitons to Anse Chastanet, popular with

divers and snorkellers. St Lucia's attractions are covered in detail, including its spectacular

rainforest, fine beaches and colourful underwater treasures.Top 10 Attractions gives a run-down of

the best sights to take in on your trip, including the working plantation at Fond Doux Estate and the

spectacular Diamond Falls.Perfect Day provides an itinerary for one day on the island.What To Do

is a snapshot of ways to spend your spare time, from watersports and cycling to walking rainforest

trails and birdwatching, plus nightlife.Essential information on St LuciaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s culture, including a

brief history of the island.Eating Out covers the islandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s best cuisine.Curated listings of the

best hotels and restaurants.A-Z of all the practical information youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll need.About Insight

Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 yearsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ experience of publishing high-quality, visual

travel guides. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as

picture-packed eBooks to meet different travellersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ needs. Insight GuidesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ unique

combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a

unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.Ã¢â‚¬ËœInsight Guides

has spawned many imitators but is still the best of its type.Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ - Wanderlust Magazine
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Tourism to St Lucia is booming, with visitor numbers for the first half of 2014 seven percent higher

than the same period the year before (source: St Lucia Tourist Board), with 208,117 international

arrivals; the brand new Insight Pocket Guide St Lucia is the perfect companion.

Insight Guides wherever possible uses local experts who provide insider know-how and share their

love and knowledge of the destination.

Just came back from a DIY visit to Saint Lucia and the Insight Pocket Guide was my planner. On the

positive side, it is pretty, glossy and provides adequate listings on interesting sites, activities and

restaurants, but all described very briefly given the tiny book size. It contains some valuable tips,

like how horrid the private road to Anse Chastenat is. On the other hand, the internet/Google Maps

has very weak information on Saint Lucia, so more practical information on locations of fuel stations,

ATMs, and grocery stores would have been extremely welcome. The other downside of this guide is

it offers almost no opinions on anything. It would have been nice to get a feel for their top choices,

especially for beaches but really on anything on the island. Unfortunately, the Caribbean islands are

such an overwhelmingly cruise/all-inclusive hotspot that the guide market for us DIY/independent

travelers who want to really explore them is pitiful. So I doubt there are better choices than this

guide.

A very thin volume that makes the assumption that you will stay in the resort towns and use tours.

Not for the indepent traveler

Nice little book,Easy to read,Great map in a pocket on back coverWith highlighted places to

visit.Nice bits of info for each site we can visit.Just a good little travel book.I will let you know how

accurate it is after the trip,so far so goof!

Great book!

Got this for our upcoming trip in September - has alot of relevant, concise information with several

helpful hints on places not to miss and what to focus your time on. Also bonus app to load onto your



phone for easy access!

Great travel book and we loved St lucia

Perfect for my trip. Book is a small pocket book and great to take along everywhere.

Very easy read with detailed and current information!
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